SALES CATALOGUE

FEBRUARY - APRIL 2020

MARCH 2020
$14.99 PB

752 Rabbits

9781988516912
A princess who is loved and cherished by everyone spends all her
time caring for her 752 rabbits. One day one of them escapes and the
princess is broken-hearted. She sets out on a mission to find her lost
rabbit… but things don’t always go to plan.

Flying Furballs 8: Downfall
9781988516615
Donovan Bixley

Flying Furballs, a hilarious action-packed adventure series, captures
the romance and excitement of the era at the dawn of aviation
— set in a world of cats versus dogs. Put simply, Flying Furballs is
pussycats, planes and Paris. Our hero is Claude D’Bonair, a young
pilot in the cat air corp, keen to prove his worth to the older
pilots and live up to the memory of his father. Will cats and dogs
ever live in harmony again? Will Claude survive with his nine lives
intact? In Downfall Claude uncovers the DOGZ spy at CATS HQ
and an epic catfight develops . . . but just who will be left standing.
APRIL 2020
$19.99 PB

The Big O: The Olsen Filipaina Story
9781988516844
Patrick Skene

The Big O' by Patrick Skene is the story of Olsen Filipaina, a New
Zealand Hall of Fame rugby league legend who was a pathfinder for
the Maori and Pasifika players who today dominate the Australian
National Rugby League. In a career that saw him play 29 Tests for New
Zealand and more than 100 first grade NSWRL games, Filipaina was
an object of fascination for the rugby league community. The Big O' is a
timely story of resilience, redemption, bravery and love. To understand
Olsen’s story is to understand the cultural changes that have reshaped
the game of rugby league.

APRIL 2020
$39.99 RRP

2020 Rugby Almanack
9781988516820
The Rugby Almanack is the world’s longest running rugby book of
record. It was first published in 1935 to cover the previous season’s
first-class rugby in New Zealand. Since then it has been published
uninterrupted (apart from two combined issues during World War
II). Now in its 84th edition, the 2020 Rugby Almanack records
another huge year, including the Rugby World Cup, the All Blacks in
the Rugby Championship and the Bledisloe Cup, plus Women’s
Rugby, Super Rugby, Mitre 10 Cup and Mitre 10 Championship and a
full summary of sevens rugby.

FEBRUARY 2020
$55, PB

9/12/19

WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST AGENCY,
LEE LAMB PUBLISHING!

Lee Lamb Publishing
Lee Lamb Publishing Ltd are
the publishers, authors and
illustrators of On the Farm; a
series of rhyming children’s
picture books about farming.
“Hi - our names are Lee and Jamie
Lamb and we write children's
picture books based on what
happens on a typical New Zealand
farm.

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

Our books are both educational and
entertaining. We also have a range of
cards and postcards (some of which
are pictures from the books).”
- Jamie and Lee Lamb

9/12/19
on the farm

Written and Illustrated by Lee Lamb

DEEP TROUBLE

OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES
on the farm

Written and Illustrated by Lee Lamb

By Jamie and Lee Lamb

DEEP TROUBLE

on the farm

DEEP TROUBLE

By Jamie and Lee Lamb

on the farm

NEW IN
NOVEMBER
2019!
DEEP TROUBLE

By Jamie and Lee Lamb

$20.00, PB
9780473483104

Find us on
Facebook!
facebook.com/leelambpublishing/

By Jamie and Lee Lamb

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

It’s raining cats and dogs at
Winding Creek Station!
Jack the huntaway and Tom the
heading dog are helping the
farmer and their neighbour
Duncan during the flood to keep
the stock on their farms safe.
While Jack is helping rescue
sheep, he jumps into the fast
flowing, murky brown water...
now he is in deep trouble...
Can Jack and the stranded sheep
be saved in time?

9/12/19

SHOW DAY
$20.00 PB

DEER RECOVERY
$20.00

9780473359911

9780473339814

AUTUMN
MUSTER
$20.00 PB

SHEARING
$20.00 PB
9780473179267

9780473185619

HARVEST
$20.00 PB
9780473202033

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

MILKING
TIME
$20.00 PB
9780473220129

SNOW RESCUE
$20.00 PB
9780473288235

GET YOUR FILL
OF ALL THE
GREAT BOOKS
IN THE “ON
THE FARM”
SERIES WITH
THESE
WONDERFUL
BACKLIST
TITLES

DINGBATS* STARTER PACK!!!
To help you get started with these very special
notebooks, we have created a Starter Pack of the
eight bestselling notebooks. You will get two each
of the top A5 sellers, and a 50% discount on the
order. Remember that agency titles from Upstart
Press are SOR.

Lime Yasuni:
A5 Dotted
5285003137037
$44.95 RRP

Black Duck:
A5 Lined
5285003131219

Sky Blue Barrier Reef:
A5 Dotted
5285003137020
$44.95 RRP

Blue Whale:
A5 Dotted
5285003136702
$39.95

Blue Whale:
A5 Lined
5285003136177
$39.95

Tangerine Serengeti:
A5 Dotted
5285003137044
$44.95 RRP

Deal is open until December 21st 2019
and will ship immediately on receipt of
order.

Green Deer:
A5 Lined
5285003136344
$39.95

Grey Elephant:
A5 Lined
5285003136597
$39.95

9/12/19

MARCH 2020
$10.95 PB

MARCH 2020
$24.95 PB

Death by Chocolate
9781847172549

Marcel Petit-Pois, you are Invited to a
Murder. The Kit-Kat Klub, Dublin. Thursday,
Octover 17th, 8pm Sharp.
I challenge you to stop me... you Nitwit.
Signed: The Chocolatier.
Monsieur Petit-Pois, the famous but
bumbling Swiss detective, accompanied by
his assitant Tesla, Europe's second-cleverest
chimp, travels Europe on the trail of a
dastardly murderer!

Uncle Farley's False
Teeth

A graphic novel detective story unlike any
other ... except for the rest of the Murder
Can Be Fatal series!

9781771087193

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

Every afternoon, Uncle Farley takes a threehour nap. And every afternoon, he pops his
false teeth out of his mouth and into a glass
of water. One day, D'Arcy decides she'll
steal them to show her friends. But while
they're on the wharf oohing and ahhing,
D'Arcy accidentally drops Uncle Farley's
teeth into the ocean! She thinks they're
gone forever until she sees a fabulous
fish...with a fabulous set of teeth in its
mouth. D'Arcy and her friends pool their
resources to get the teeth back--Kevin's
dad is a fisherman, Emma's mom is a
dentist, Natasha's dad is a police officer--but
the fabulous fish just won't spit them out.
Will D'Arcy be able wrangle Uncle Farley's
false teeth back before he wakes up?
Originally published in 1998, this new
edition features updated text and
illustrations from the artist behind Canadian
classics like The Paperbag Princess and
Thomas's Snowsuit.

The Perfect Name for
Your Baby
9781847170088

A powerful and essential guide from a
world authority on names. Incorporates
history, meanings and significance. With
2,500 possible choices - names from
around the world and from different
cultures, this beautifully designed guide is
an essential companion book to the
author's Celtic Names for Children.

MARCH 2020
$14.95 PB

9/12/19

MARCH 2020
$13.95 PB

You Know You're Irish
When...
9781847178527

Best-Loved Irish
Legends
9781788490306

... 90% of your sick days happen to be
Monday. The other 10% are Tuesdays after
bank holidays

Stories from long, long ago, part of an
ancient oral tradition, handed down from
generation to generation and written down
by the Christian monks of medieval Ireland.
This hugely popular book is now available in
paperback. Containing the legends of:

... You've been to a funeral of someone
whose name you didn't know

• The Salmon of Knowledge;
• How Cu Chulainn Got His Name;

...It's not a fizzy drink. It's a 'mineral'

• The Children of Lir
• The King with Donkey's Ears

So how Irish are you? Check out this book
of Irish-isms to see just how 'green' you
really are! Humorous and fun, this book
combines some of the classic Irish quirks
with the more recent additions of what it
means to be Irish!

• Fionn and the Giant
• The White Wolfhound
• Oisin

RaNled
9781551097831

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

MARCH 2020
$9.95 PB

Fifteen-year-old Lydia, resigned to a boring
summer in Halifax, is thrilled when Megan
and her totally hot brother, Sam, move in
across the street. But their rude and hostile
mother, Mrs. Swicker, is strangely protective,
and does everything she can to stop Lydia
and her older sister, Jilly, from getting
anywhere near her kids. One day Lydia
accidentally stumbles across something very
puzzling in the Swickers' basement.
Determined to find some answers, Lydia
enlists the help of Jilly. But the further they
investigate, the more bizarre the discoveries.
Lydia's suspicions about Mrs. Swicker are
mounting, but she has no idea what a
twisted, dangerous secret she has
uncovered until it's too late.

MARCH 2020
$24.95 PB

Where Are You,
Puﬄing?
9781788490504

9781771087025

A puffling has gone in search of adventure now her puffin parents can't find her
anywhere!

And these are the things we find by the sea
/ My mummy, my mama, my brother, and
me.
With this gentle refrain, the debut picture
book from celebrated author and
playwright Natalie Meisner (Double
Pregnant) reflects on her own two-mom,
two-son family's early days growing up in
Lockeport, Nova Scotia. Living by the sea
offers myriad charms for the two young
brothers in this poetic ode to
beachcombing. When the fog disappears,
the path to the beach beckons, with all the
treasures it leaves behind: lobster traps,
buoys, fused glass, urchins, a note in a bottle.
But best of all is all the neighbours they
meet along the way. An unforgettable
instant classic for families of all shapes and
sizes.

9/12/19

APRIL 2020
$34.95 PB

My Mummy, My Mama,
My Brother, and Me

They talk to the seal and the gannet and
the rabbit; they walk to the huts and the
cliffs and the cove. They hear lots of stories
of the puffling helping others, but they just
cannot find their fluffy, black chick.
Finally, they spot her - on a boat out at sea!
The puffling is too small to fly home, so the
animals of Skellig work together and come
up with something very clever ...

James Joyce Portrait of
a Dubliner
9781847173638

A stunning one-of-a-kind publication about
Joyce's life.
APRIL 2020
$24.95 HB

APRIL 2020
$24.95 HB

Timeo motus me arcte id.

A complete account of the life and times of
James Joyce in the form of a graphic novel.
From his earliest days and school career,
through to meetings with all the literary
greats of the day, this story is dotted with
anecdotes, as well as a captivating and
beautifully drawn journey through the cities
of Dublin, Trieste, Paris and Zurich, where
this universal Irishman left traces of his life.

9/12/19

APRIL 2020
$8.95 BB

Secret of Silver Mines
9781771087032

Dylan Maples’ family are planning another
family adventure. Only this time, it's not a
summer vacation, but an extended trip way
up north to Cobalt, Ontario, in the middle
of a bitter winter. Once a thriving silver
mining community, all that's left of the
town's rich history are the long abandoned
mines. A Toronto millionaire has hired
Dylan’s dad to retrieve a fortune in silver
allegedly stolen from his grandfather back in
the early part of the twentieth century. But
was the fortune really stolen? And if so,
where has it been hidden? The answers to
these questions reside with one man
Theobald T. Larocque, Cobalt's oldest
citizen.

Baby's Lullaby
9781551097954

Baby's Lullaby is a fabulous baby board
book for bedtime. Renowned musician Jill
Barber provides soft, soothing words to
calm baby before sleep. HildaRose's
colourful illustrations depict different
parent-child pairs getting ready for sleep:
from otters, to fish, geese, squirrels,
raccoons, and of course, baby!

Putarim mutetur ubi sim.

APRIL 2020
$12.95 PB

The stimulating visuals and patterns,
recognizable baby and animal faces, and
close-ups on parent-child interaction will
keep baby engaged. The text's use of
rhythm, repetition, and simple language
means baby and parents will enjoy reading
Baby's Lullaby again and again. This sturdy
board book is suited for babies age 0-2
years old.

HOW TO ORDER:
Contact Upstart Distribution
Email: orders@upstartpress.co.nz
Tel: 09 380 3205
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